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Metropolitan congestion is the defining challenge of our time, costing the U.S. economy 
billions of dollars every year. Yet our federal policies have not kept pace with rapid 
urbanization and the need for a wider variety of mobility options.

Congress will debate the reauthorization of surface transportation programs this year. 
The current bill, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century, or MAP-21, expires on 
September 30, 2014.

This fact sheet explains the current state of federal funding for surface transportation 
programs as well as important system performance characteristics that should shape 
policy reforms in the next bill. In order for the federal program to remain effective, 
Congress must find new revenues and focus policies on improving metropolitan mobil-
ity through balanced investments.

Driving trends

The United States has a mature transportation system that efficiently connects rural 
areas and small towns to markets and links cities of all sizes. The major challenge cur-
rently facing the nation is metropolitan congestion, yet federal funds flow overwhelm-
ingly to highway expansion rather than to projects that improve mobility.

• Seventy-three percent of vehicle trips are less than nine miles in length.1 

• Americans drove almost 3 trillion miles in 2012. Cars, light trucks, and sport utility 
vehicles accounted for 89 percent of the total miles traveled.2 

• According to the Federal Highway Administration, 67 percent—or 1.9 trillion 
miles—of all vehicle miles traveled occur within urban areas.3

Americans drive 2.9 
trillion miles annually—

enough for 6,070,578 
round trips to the moon 

and back.

Passenger vehicles 
account for 90 percent of 
all driving; trucks account 

for only 10 percent.

Sixty-seven percent of 
all vehicle miles traveled 

occur in urban areas.
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Fuel-efficiency standards 
will double in the next 
12 years, pushing the 

Highway Trust Fund to 
insolvency.

Seventy-three percent of 
all vehicle trips are less 

than nine miles in length.

• Sixty percent of all federal highway funds may be spent on only 5 percent of public 
roadways. This severely restricts states’ and metro regions’ flexibility to allocate funds 
in a way that meets their needs.4

• Driving growth has rapidly outpaced population growth. Annual vehicle miles trav-
eled have increased by more than five times from 458 million miles to 2.9 trillion miles 
annually since 1950. Over this same period, the population doubled from 152 million 
people to 310 million people.5 

• Americans drove more than two times as many miles on rural roads as urban roads in 
1957. By 2010, this ratio had flipped with more than two times as many urban miles as 
rural miles.6 

Funding

For decades, the federal government has paid for surface transportation programs 
through a tax on gasoline. Reduced driving rates—both per capita and overall—com-
bined with dramatic increases in vehicle fuel efficiency have pushed the Highway Trust 
Fund to the brink of insolvency. New vehicle-efficiency standards will further reduce 
trust fund revenues. 

• Congress has transferred $54 billion in general fund revenues into the Highway Trust 
Fund to prevent insolvency since 2008. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that 
another $15 billion will be needed in fiscal year 2015 alone to keep the fund solvent.7 

• Vehicle miles traveled per licensed driver have declined since 2005, well before the 
onset of the Great Recession.8

• Total vehicle miles traveled began to decrease starting in 2007 after average annual 
growth of 2 percent during the preceding 20-year period.9 

• The corporate average fuel-economy standards will rise to 54.5 miles per gallon for 
cars and light-duty trucks by model year 2025.10 This will approximately double the 
efficiency of vehicles compared to current levels and dramatically reduce the amount 
of tax revenue flowing to the Highway Trust Fund, crippling federal surface transpor-
tation programs. 
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Freight and competitiveness

Timely, reliable, and efficient freight transportation is essential to our national com-
petitiveness and ability to access global markets. Overreliance on interstates and other 
highways for short-distance trips by local residents create major bottlenecks that cause 
costly delays and disrupt supply chains. 

• Trucks carried 11.3 billion tons of goods worth a staggering $10.5 trillion in 2011.11 
Trucking, however, accounts for only 10 percent of all vehicles miles traveled.

• Long-haul operators are responsible for 60 percent of freight miles, and regional dis-
tributors account for the remaining 40 percent.12 

• Freight bottlenecks occur predominantly within dense urban areas, not between them. 
Better system management, congestion pricing, and providing alternatives to driving 
such as high-quality public transportation can greatly improve system performance 
and avoid the need for costly highway expansion projects.

Barriers to leaving your car at home 

• Less than 5 percent of households are located within a half-mile of rail transit and only 
53 percent of Americans have access to any form of public transportation.13 

• Nearly one-third of Americans live in neighborhoods without sidewalks.14

Kevin DeGood is the Director of Infrastructure Policy at the Center for American Progress.
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